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About this series: "Converse Bootlegs"

I coined the term "converse bootleg" to describe this genre of field recording that I do -- 
"converse bootleg" is a play on words; it relates to the term "concert bootleg".

What's a concert bootleg? That's when someone attends a live concert, and they 
surreptitiously record the audio -- hence, their recording is unauthorized; a "bootleg". This act 
of recording, and the recording itself, may be considered illicit.

A converse bootleg, on the other hand, goes beyond the concert setting. These can be 
recorded in any public setting. And rather than record a concert, the focus here is on people's 
conversations. So for me, it has all the excitement of recording a rock concert, except it's 
every day human speech.

I want to stress that I used the word "public" above. That's because converse bootlegs are 
NOT the same thing as eavesdropping.  Eavesdropping is spying on a private conversation. 
In contrast, making a converse bootleg means being out in public and just noticing what 
people are saying. The same speech that would naturally reach my ears if I'm standing 
nearby. And in this case, I just happen to be recording it.

The true form of converse bootleg recording should involve some artistry. Some creativity and 
selectivity in what gets recorded, and exactly how it gets recorded. So for example, I wouldn't 
necessarily keep a recording of just any old thing someone was saying. There has to be 
something about the recording that stands out; something special about what they said, or 
how they said it, or some other quality, like background noise, that makes the recording 
interesting. Where I hold the microphone is also important -- is it really close to a particular 
sound, and does it move, maybe further away, so as to fade out one sound and focus on 
another.

I find that converse bootleg projects work especially well when there are many separate 
"clips", or conversation snippets, that when taken together, represent a location or event. So I 
might visit a large park a record 80 bits of different conversations and sounds, and have those 
80 bits together be the converse bootleg presentation of that place. 

What might that presentation help us to feel about that time and place?
The whole effect is greater than the sum of its parts.



About Converse Bootlegs: Ann Arbor Street Art Fair 2009

This event took place July 15-18, 2009.
I was there recording on Saturday the 18th, from about noon to 5 pm. 

I think I covered nearly the entire art fair, and it seemed pretty large -- sprawling 
across multiple blocks on several streets.

There were many different types of artists there, plus the people attending, and 
sales people, musicians, animals, machines...and more. I was on the lookout for 
the spectrum of sounds that make up this fair.

My main approach to recording was to walk around with my recorder on standby, 
paying attention to the sound coming through my headphones. 

It was interesting to feel how different this experience of "reality" was from my 
normal mode, of not paying much attention to any one of my five senses...or 
maybe relying on sight more than the other four.

Before long, started using my hearing skillfully -- I felt like I could sense when 
the sounds might develop into something interesting, and so I'd started 
recording. Sometimes I'd get something that sounded really neat. Sometimes, it 
would feel like a dud, and I'd erase that recording on the spot.

Sometimes, I felt like I was simply in the right place at the right time to record 
some really unique sound.

And it's true, my sense of sight was a helpful partner in sound hunting...I would 
scan the scene, and spot an interesting-looking person, or a situation that was an 
opportunity to get a sound, and head over to that object of interest.

One technique that was the most fun, was to record while walking through a 
crowd of people -- my recorder's microphones would pick up snippets of 
conversations in progress from people I walked past. So there would just be four 
or five words out of context, just fading in and out. These fragments take on a 
kind of poetic lyrical quality, and they all wove together somehow...

A few times, my own voice appears in this recording. Sometimes I inserted myself 
by talking to someone. Other times, I was taken by surprise when someone 
spoke to me, and I responded -- but since I was self-conscious about my 
recorder, I sometimes stopped recording at that point.

It's important not to clue people in that they're being recorded, because people 
are much more likely to drop their natural way of speaking if they're self-
conscious about being recorded. 



My sound recorder looks like it could be a cell phone, or an iPod-like device...so 
it's fairly easy for me to walk around, fiddling with it, even wearing headphones, 
and not raise awareness to the fact that I'm recording sound. In that respect, 
candid audio is much easier to get than candid photos or video.  

I really enjoy the wide range of voices, speech patterns, dialects and languages 
that appear in this album. That's a nice representation of Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Not just during the Art Fair, but almost any day downtown, really. Such is the 
nature of a College Town, the home to a big university. 

As I listen to these tracks in numerical order, which is chronological from that day, 
they trigger my memories -- the visual and auditory memories, as well as my 
thoughts from that day. I remember the route I took, traveling through the fair as 
I collected each of these sound parcels.

For you my audience, I suggest also listening to the tracks in any random order, 
and you'll get a different "day at the art fair" experience each time. 

I hope you enjoy this collection, and find inspiration in it.

Tom Mansell


